OBSERVE TO GOVERN
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That’s the problem with Christians, death wants to come to all of us. Death wants to throw his
shadow on you
You don’t stay in the valley of the shadow of death, you walk through that valley
Your real enemy is death
In Him you move, in Him you breathe and have your being
David knew how to outwalk death
Christians stay in the shadow, death is your enemy - walk away
Christians build up their adversary to come into the scene, you allow disappointment, bitterness,
guilt and shame to enter in
We must begin to understand spiritual warfare
Don’t pray for things in your life that should not be there
Shift your focus, what you observe you become
The shadow of death is only a shadow. In Christ, you only can live
When that shadow wants to fall on you and you do not walk away, you attract lies, you under
condemnation - the shadow is not there for you to engage with
If you are in Christ, you are more than a conqueror
We went through a lot of trauma and death, but we are not going to stay there
When you stay in the shadow you become a beacon for your adversary
We going to walk away from the shadow
We need to activate things in our lives and command our day
It’s not time for you to sit with guilt, shame, regret and disappointment. It’s time to go up and see
the goodness God has for you
You have the power, government and sufficient power of Christ to command your day and walk
away from the shadow
Stay in the upper and take hold of your seat of government
Do not stay in the negative, walk through it
You have a good future, the enemy wants to tell you otherwise
Every time you touch God you touch the future
Warfare is not commanding the devil, it is observing what God is revealing, governing and
commanding it into our lives

Job 38:12 NKJV
“Have you commanded the morning since your days began, And caused the dawn to know its place,
• Tell death to know its place, command your day
• Doesn’t matter if you have failed, your failure does not determine your future
• Take your heavenly position in the upper
• Death cannot keep you unless you stay with death. Govern your way out
• Step away from the shadow of death, don’t give attention to it
• Death cannot kill someone who is already dead; it is no longer I that live but He who lives through
me
• Those who mourn should mourn but you should not stay in there
• Command the day, say death know your place, you are not in control of me I am a son of God
• If you do not command your day, your day will command you
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Not what you do on a Sunday, it is training
It’s not what you do on a Sunday it’s what you do in the week ‘
Walk away from Christian ideas and become sons
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We must learn everything in our lives through engagement and encounter
In our Christian teaching we learn by reading
Christians are the most deceived people, because the Word says become doers of the Word and
lean on the knowledge
Everything in the word of God is meant to just be an invitation, we think the Word is about
information but it is for an invitation to engage, encounter and observe
In the beginning He created the heavens and earth – this in an invite to encounter creation
When you get an invite, you don’t know what it’s about, it’s only when you go and walk through
the door that you will know what the invite is all about
Everything in the scripture is an invitation is a key to encounter, engage and observe
God can never give us instruction when we treat the Word as information

Matthew 16:19 NKJV
And I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and whatever you bind on earth will be bound
in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven.”
• God gives us the keys to heaven to open doors
• The keys take you from one realm to another realm
• Take the key and step through the door
• This is spiritual warfare Matthew 16:19
• God is bringing us into a realm where He wants us to observe him and engage him and
encounter what he makes visible and accessible to us
• You will learn what God has permitted in your life, you learn what door is opened and closed
• You begin to take hold of the rod and staff and you walk from the upper and begin to command
your day
• David came from one realm and to another and confronted Goliath
• It’s interesting that he picked up 5 stones, the letter 5 (HEY) in the Hebrew holds the name of
YHWH
Zachariah 10:12 NKJV
“So I will strengthen them in the Lord, And they shall walk up and down in His name,” Says the Lord.
• David was not doing a natural exercise, he observed his victory with YHWH
• Observe, engage and encounter
• Every time you take the key and walk from one realm to another you step into your future, you
engage with your future
• You can begin to bring your future to your today and your today into your future
• The story of David is an invite to engage with your future
• You have an invite to step into the realm to command your day - confront your Goliath
• Fight the good fight of faith
• When you stay in the shadow, the enemy is keeping you distracted by the things under the sun
• Learn to fight, but the good fight
• Once you observe it, you have permission to administer His kingdom His dimension into your life
and command your day
• God has given us gates to engage with Him
• Say Lord I take this goodness and administer it into my life and command my day
• You have a future, command your day, walk away from every shadow and walk in the over
shadowing of YHWH
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